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Abstract— Currently, digital maps are indispensable for auto-
mated driving. However, due to the low precision and reliability
of GNSS particularly in urban areas, fusing trajectories of
independent recording sessions and different regions is a
challenging task. To bypass the flaws from direct incorporation
of GNSS measurements for geo-referencing, the usage of aerial
imagery seems promising. Furthermore, more accurate geo-
referencing improves the global map accuracy and allows to
estimate the sensor calibration error.
In this paper, we present a novel geo-referencing approach to
align trajectories to aerial imagery using poles and road mark-
ings. To match extracted features from sensor observations to
aerial imagery landmarks robustly, a RANSAC-based matching
approach is applied in a sliding window. For that, we assume
that the trajectories are roughly referenced to the imagery
which can be achieved by rough GNSS measurements from a
low-cost GNSS receiver. Finally, we align the initial trajectories
precisely to the aerial imagery by minimizing a geometric
cost function comprising all determined matches. Evaluations
performed on data recorded in Karlsruhe, Germany show
that our algorithm yields trajectories which are accurately
referenced to the used aerial imagery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Using digital maps is substantial for automated driving at
the present time. To achieve reliable results from the percep-
tion, behaviour generation or planning module in automated
vehicles, processed information from current sensor readings
is merged and validated with information from digital maps.
Actually, maps without any global reference are sufficient
to solve the aforementioned tasks since it is not necessary
to know exactly where the ego vehicle is in the world but
relatively to the map [1]. However, maps generated without
exact and absolute global reference measurements usually
provide a high local accuracy but worse global consistency.
Such maps often show drift and scale errors which reduce
the map quality especially when multi-modal and model
based filter algorithms are applied for localization. Geo-
referencing can be used to correct those errors and improve
the global consistency. Furthermore, city-scaled areas are
usually mapped from multiple independent recording ses-
sions [2]. To achieve a robust and reliable fusion of all
recording sessions into one global frame, an accurate global
reference is fundamental. The easiest and most intuitive way
to reference driven trajectories globally is to incorporate
GNSS measurements into the mapping process. However,
due to multipath-, shadowing- and atmospherical drift issues
especially in urban areas, only a rough and inconsistent
global map accuracy and -reference can be achieved.
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Fig. 1: Depiction of the idea and results of our approach.
The top image shows the initial (red) and our post-aligned
trajectory (blue). Obviously, the alignment fits well to the
road geometry of the underlying aerial imagery. The red
triangle shows the view point of the bottom image which
shows the displacement (yellow arrows) of pole and road
marking features (cyan) which we matched between vehicle
sensor readings and aerial imagery landmarks (pink) to align
the trajectories accurately. Aerial Imagery: c©Stadt Karlsruhe
— Liegenschaftsamt
In this work, we present a novel approach to align tra-
jectories from multiple recording sessions precisely to aerial
imagery using pole-like infrastructures and road markings.
As input, we assume jointly estimated and roughly geo-
referenced trajectories [2]. Since current automated vehicles
are usually equipped with cameras und spinning laserscan-
ners, we, furthermore, assume the availability of frequently
point cloud and image measurements from each recording
session. To improve the global accuracy and geo-referencing,
we align the initial trajectories precisely to geo-referenced
aerial imagery using feature matches between the vehicle
sensor- and the aerial imagery domain. Pole-like structures
can be robustly extracted from point clouds and, additionally,
distinguished between trees and traffic signs by semantic
labelling in the images and successive label transfer into
the point cloud domain. Furthermore, road markings can be
precisely detected and classified in the images. Since these
features are also clearly visible in aerial imagery, provide a
good coverage in urban areas and are persistent over long
time-periods, we choose them for our approach. To match
features robustly between both domains, we propose a novel
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sliding window approach. We determine matches in each lo-
cal window robustly by evaluating randomly selected match
hypotheses in a RANSAC scheme [3] using different distance
measures. Finally, all matches are treated as constraints in
a non-linear least squares (NLS) adjustment problem whose
minimization yields the precise global alignment of the initial
trajectories.
In summary, we propose a method to postprocess trajec-
tories provided from any multi- or single-session outdoor
mapping approach to achieve accurately geo-referenced and
globally correct trajectories. By that, we bypass the need
of reliable and accurate GNSS measurements. Our main
contributions are:
• a selection of geometric features which are on the one
hand good observable in the sensor- and aerial imagery
domain and on the other hand, establish a good coverage
in typical inner-city and sub-urban scenarios.
• a novel RANSAC-based sliding window algorithm to
match features robustly between both domains.
II. RELATED WORK
This section reviews state of the art approaches related to
this work. Leung et al. [4] presents a monocular vision based
particle filter localization in urban environments using aerial
imagery as a reference map. Image processing techniques
like Canny edge detection and a progressive probabilistic
Hough transform are used to create a line feature map
from aerial imagery. For localization, line features are de-
tected from ground-based monocular camera image and
used as observations. The approach achieves an positioning
accuracy of several meters which is a magnitude worse
as the accuracy achieved with our approach. Ding et al.
[5] analyzes vanishing points to detect 2D corner features
from aerial imagery. The same kind of features are also
extracted from LiDAR depth maps. A Hough transform and
a M-estimator are applied to obtain matches between both
domains. Finally, the camera pose is estimated using the
obtained 2D corner correspondences. Tournaire et al. [6]
proposes an image-based approach for ground-based image
to aerial imagery geo-referencing, called ”GCO-based geo-
referencing (Ground Control Objects)”. A Canny edge detec-
tor and several basic image processing steps are performed
to extract road markings from aerial imagery and ground-
based images. Afterwards, an ”analysis-synthesis” based
matching approach is used for alignment. Instead of using
road markings, Bansal et al. [7] uses facades to match street-
level images to a database of airborne images. Busch et al.
[8] generates a lane-level high definition map of a complex
crossing from several static mounted 3D laser scanners.
Trajectories provided from dynamic objects passing this
crossing are processed within a clustering scheme and a least
squares adjustment is finally used to generate a road network
automatically. To get the absolute location of the generated
map, they extract poles from pointclouds as observations and
label them in an aerial image manually as landmarks. An
ICP based approach is applied to align the automatically
detected poles to the manually measured poles. The approach
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Fig. 2: Overview of the processing pipeline.
achieves a root mean square error of 0.05 m between detected
and measured poles. Ku¨mmerle et al. [9] provides a Graph-
SLAM approach utilizing publicly accessible aerial imagery
as prior information to improve the global consistency of
maps.
All mentioned approaches align ground-level images to
geo-referenced aerial imagery to estimate an absolute ego
sensor pose or to stitch all images together. To our best
knowledge, there is no existing work which align whole
trajectories from multiple independent recording sessions
consistently using geo-referenced aerial imagery and multi-
modal sensor measurements.
III. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
In this section, we present the details of our approach
which comprises three main processing steps (see Fig. 2). In
the first step, features are automatically extracted from the
recorded point clouds and images. Additionally, correspond-
ing features (called landmarks in the following) are manually
labelled in aerial imagery. Details of this step are described
in Sec. III-A. After feature extraction, we robustly match
features to landmarks within local areas using our RANSAC-
based approach. Sec. III-B describes this matching step in
detail. Finally, we solve a NLS problem to achieve the final
trajectories. This step is presented in Sec. III-C
A. Feature Extraction
This section describes the extraction and classification
process of the used features. We first describe the extraction
and classification of pole-like infrastructures. Thereafter, we
discuss the recognition of road markings and -boundaries
from the recorded images.
For the extraction of pole-like infrastructures from the
recorded point clouds, we use a similar approach as in [10].
This approach detects anything which appears like a pole in
the point clouds. However, in the aerial imagery only road
signs, advertising pillars, traffic lights and boundary posts
are discernable. Hence, we classify all detections and keep
only the aforementioned types of pole-like infrastructures.
For that, we classify the segmented points by label transfer
from the image into the point cloud domain. We utilize a
modified ResNet38, which is trained using cityscapes-dataset
[11] to obtain pixel-wise semantic labels from the recorded
images. Each point of a pole segment is projected into the
image using a known sensor calibration and associated with
the corresponding pixel label. By max voting over all labels
in a segment we obtain the pole label (see Fig. 3).
To detect and classify road markings, we apply the de-
tection and classification approach proposed in [12]. Here,
the detected road markings are classified as one of the
following classes: arrows, stop-lines, pedestrian crossings,
dashed and straight lines with different linewidth. Addition-
ally, boundaries between road and no road are extracted
utilizing the semantic labels. These boundaries improve the
lateral alignment in areas with less road markings.
B. Feature Matching
As previously mentioned, the extracted features are clearly
perceptible in all domains, however, except of rarely occuring
arrows, stop-lines and pedestrian crossings, they lack of
unique characteristics to match them robustly even with
a reasonable prior referencing from GNSS. Fig. 4 shows
exemplary aerial imagery landmarks (pink) and, overlayed
by the initial trajectories, detected poles (cyan circles) and
road markings (cyan line-segments) at a typical crossing.
Furthermore, the yellow lines show the displacement vectors
of correct matches. Obviously, the feature-landmark displace-
ment is similar within local regions (blue boxes) and varies
for different local regions. Therefore, we determine correct
matches by estimating a transformation which minimizes the
local displacement within a window W . Thereby, the window
W is shifted along all mapped areas while keeping an overlap
between neighbouring windows.
For matching, poles are represented by their intersection
points with the local ground surface. The distance measure
for association and optimization is the euclidean distance
de(a) in this case. Here, a denotes an match between a
detected pole feature and a pole landmark. Furthermore, road
markings and -boundaries are presented as line segments.
As distance measure for line-segments, we use a modified
Hausdorff distance dh(a) [13]. In this case, a denotes a
match between a detected line-segment and a line-segment
landmark. Here, we only match line-segments which rep-
resents the same class of road marking. For the remaining
considerations, we define the generalized feature distance
measure
df (a) =
{
de(a) if pole
whdh(a) if line-segment
, (1)
where wh ∈ R is a constant factor to weight the line-segment
distance relatively to the pole distance.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the
RANSAC-based matching which is performed for each W .
In each RANSAC iteration, two of all available features in
W are randomly selected. The selected features are randomly
associated to two different landmarks in the nearby area
of the aerial imagery. We assume that the selected areas
in both domains are partly comprise the same region of
the real world based on the rough initial geo-referencing.
Fig. 3: Exemplary depiction of the label transfer and the max
voting wether a pole-like structure is used as feature or not.
The green colored bars are accepted as feature since they
were labeled as road signs, traffic lights or boundary posts
whereas the red colored bar is classified as tree and rejected.
Thereafter, we estimate a single transformation ∆G ∈ SE(2)
by minimizing
ef (∆G) =
N∑
i=1
df (ai) (2)
using the two selected associations (N = 2). For optimiza-
tion, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm [14].
In each LM iteration, the features are transformed with the
current estimate of ∆G before evaluating (1). Afterwards,
we transform all features in W with the resulting ∆G and
evaluate (2) for all nearest-neighbour matches ann in W
whose distance df (ann) is smaller as a pre-setted inlier
threshold. This yields the final cost Ef of this iteration. The
RANSAC loop terminates until Ef is smaller than a pre-
setted threshold Elimit or all association combinations are
evaluated and no one reached Elimit. If Ef < Elimit, the
final matches in W are the inliers of the iteration with the
smallest Ef .
Furthermore, we assume that the estimated transfor-
mation ∆G and the transformation ∆Gi−1 of the pre-
viously estimated and partly overlapping window Wi−1
are similar. Therefore, we analyze the transformation dif-
ference ∆Gi−1,G = ∆
−1
Gi−1∆G in each RANSAC itera-
tion. If the angle ^(∆Gi−1,G) and the absolute translation
|| trans(∆Gi−1,G)|| are greater than pre-setted thresholds,
we reject the solution of the current iteration. By this, we
avoid errorneous transformations caused by e.g. symmetric
constellations of feature displacements.
C. Alignment
The final step of our pipeline is the joint alignment of all
trajectories to the aerial imagery using the final matches from
all windows. The initialization for this optimization is given
through the initially referenced trajectories. Here, the poses
P from all trajectories are the parameters to be adjusted.
Thereby, each p ∈ P ⊂ SE(3) is a 3D-transformation. We
minimize
ea(P ) = ef (P ) + w∆
∑
∆i,j∈D
ξ
(
∆i,jP
−1
j Pi
)
(3)
Fig. 4: Schematical depiction of pole and road marking
landmarks (pink), pole features (cyan circles), road marking
features (cyan line-segments), exemplary matching windows
(blue boxes), determined matches (yellow lines) and the com-
puted displacement direction of the windows (blue arrows).
using the LM algorithm. The additional sum in (3) penalizes
local distortions between nearby poses Pi,Pj ∈ P . Thereby,
the ∆i,j is the original pose difference between Pi and Pj
from the initialization of P from which we assume that it
already exhibits a high local accuracy and smoothness. The
topology of the pose difference set D is given from [2]. The
w∆ ∈ R is a constant weighting factor and ξ : SE(3)→ R6
depicts a 3D-transformation into a minimal parameterized
representation [15]. Similar to the local optimization in the
assocation step, all matched features are transformed based
the current estimate of its nearest-neighbour pose in P and
the given extrinsic sensor calibration in each LM iteration
before evaluating ef (P ) in (3).
IV. EVALUATION
Within this section, we demonstrate the capabilities of the
proposed approach. In Sec. IV-A, we briefly describe our
experimental vehicle and the evaluation dataset comprising
three recording sessions. Afterwards in Sec. IV-B, we intro-
duce two strategies to evaluate the achieved results. Finally,
we discuss in Sec. IV-C the trajectory alignment for some
typical inner-city scenarios.
A. Experimental Setup
To evaluate our aerial imagery alignment approach, we
recorded data with our experimental vehicle BerthaOne [16].
The dataset comprises data recorded from four Velodyne
VLP16 LiDARs mounted flat on the roof, three BlackFly
PGE-50S5M cameras behind the front- and rear windshield
and a Ublox C94-M8P GNSS receiver. All sensors are
jointly calibrated using the calibration methods proposed in
[17] and [18]. The recorded data consists of three partly
overlapping passes through sub-urban and inner-city streets
in the region of Karlsruhe, Germany (see Fig. 5). All sessions
are consistently registered and initially referenced with low-
cost GNSS measurements using [2].
Fig. 5: Aerial view of the three jointly aligned and partly
overlapping evaluation passes through inner-city and sub-
urban area in Karlsruhe. The green colored bar corresponds
to 100m. The entire driven distance is about 19.7km and
each recording session is highlighted with a different color
(red: 5.5km, blue: 7.5km and yellow 6.7km).
B. Evaluation Method
As for every localization and mapping approach in urban
area, where also position estimates from post-processed and
RTK-corrected high precision GNSS data lacks in accuracy
and robustness, obtaining reliable ground truth data is a
unsolved problem. Hence, we evaluate our results with the
two following strategies:
1) We overlay the initial and the resulting trajectories
of our approach to the aerial imagery and analyze
carefully every part of the trajectories. This gives a
visual hint of the alignment accuracy.
2) To evaluate the results more precisely, we project
salient environmental structures from an independet
HD-map into the recorded images based on the sensor
calibration and the finally estimated trajectories with
our approach. The HD-map is provided from an exter-
nal map provider who generated it by a cumbersome
semi-automated mapping procedure. By this, we show
the alignment accuracy achieved with our approach
directly in the recorded images on a pixel-projection
level which is highly sensitive to any kind of error-
neous alignment.
C. Evaluation Discussion
Fig. 6 shows four exemplary scenarios. The top part of
each of the four images shows the initially (red) and our
resulting geo-referenced trajectory (blue) overlayed to the
aerial imagery. The lower part shows the back projection
of the HD-map into the image of one of the front-facing
cameras. The triangle depicts the view-point of the camera.
The first two sub-images 6a and 6b show well aligned
trajectories. From the overlayed trajectories we see that the
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6: Evaluation results of exemplary scenarios. The top part of each sub-image shows the initial (red) and the final geo-
referenced trajectory (blue) overlayed to the aerial imagery. The bottom part shows the back projection of mapped structures
of the external HD-map into the recorded images. The red triangle shows the corresponding camera view point. The top two
sub-images 6a and 6b show good alignment results whereas the bottom row sub-images 6c and 6d show two of the rarely
occuring problem cases.
initially referenced trajectories by GNSS are errorneous since
the trajectory is close to the lane boundaries which does
not explain our driving behaviour while recording the data
since we drove on purpose close to the centerline of the
lane. Furthermore, the global orientation and the scale of
the initial trajectory appears errorneous. In comparison, our
resulting trajectory estimate is well aligned to the centerline
which coincides with our driving experience. Furthermore,
the lower image of 6a and 6b show the reprojection of salient
structures (e.g. lane boundaries and -centerlines, traffic lights,
road signs) provided from the independet HD-map into the
recorded images using the resulting trajectories. Obviously,
the projection of the mapped structures show an accurate
placement at the correct positions in the images. Since
the projection into images is particular sensitive to angular
errors, these reprojections show the high rotation accuracy.
However, also lateral and longitudinal shift errors are clearly
visible which occurs rarely if the coverage of features in the
area is poor.
The sub-images 6c and 6d show exemplary two of those
problem cases. The projection in sub-image 6c shows a
sufficient lateral and angular alignment which is visible from
the well fitting lane boundaries. However, a longitudinal error
is clearly visible by the projection of the road sign in the
left part of the image. Here, the poles are not detected in the
point clouds due to the high driving velocity and, hence, only
the lateral error is observable. Sub-image 6d shows another
problem case where road boundaries established by a row of
parked cars are recognized. However, the boundary labels in
aerial image fits to the real lane boundaries and, hence, the
error minimization leads to a lateral error which is clearly
visible.
Table I shows the number of detected and matched fea-
tures. The road boundary and dashed line 12cm features have
by far the highest detection frequency and are almost equally
distrubuted along the passed area which enables an overall
well lateral alignment (except of the problem case depicted
in sub-image 6d). Poles have also a good coverage but
occur more frequently at crossings. More discriminative road
markings like arrows, stop lines or zebra lines occurs mainly
close to crossings which leads to an excellent alignment at
all passed crossings. According to our evaluation, 19.1km of
the 19.7km are properly aligned to the aerial imagery. Only
at 0.6km, we recognized errorneous alignment as shown in
sub-image 6c and 6d. Most of these errors arises from the
absence of features and, as a result, a degree of freedom
which could not be observed.
session red blue yellow
curb lines 1282 (89.7%) 1627 (92.2%) 1854 (94.4%)
dashed lines 12cm 408 (80.9%) 645 (86.8%) 450 (69.3%)
poles 210 (58.1%) 361 (51.8%) 163 (61.3%)
dashed lines 25cm 46 (82.6%) 89 (84.3%) 115 (69.6%)
lines 12cm 38 (86.8%) 36 (83.3%) 25 (76.0%)
arrow lines 15 (86.7%) 19 (78.9%) 32 (78.1%)
lines 25cm 15 (80.0%) 20 (85.0%) 14 (78.6%)
stop lines 9 (77.8%) 11 (72.7%) 19 (78.9%)
pedestrian road lines 8 (75.0%) 9 (77.8%) 20 (75.0%)
zebra lines 0 (0.0%) 14 (78.6%) 15 (73.3%)
bicycle road lines 3 (100.0%) 9 (66.6%) 6 (83.3%)
TABLE I: Number of detected pole and road marking fea-
tures. The percentage numbers are the share of successfully
matched features.
V. CONCLUSION
Within this work, we presented a novel trajectory geo-
referencing approach using salient pole- and road marking
features which are well observable in the sensor and the
aerial imagery domain. We match those features between
the two domains robustly by iteratively determining a lo-
cal displacement error. In our real-world experiments, we
showed that our approach achieves accurate results in nu-
merous challenging sub-urban and inner-city scenarios. Our
experiments proved the importance of both type of features
to achieve a sufficient coverage of measurements and to
observe all degrees of freedom. Furthermore, we showed that
the alignment using GNSS can not reach this accuracy and
robustness due to the lack of reliable measurements.
In summary, our approach allows a reliable joint and
globally accurate alignment of trajectories from multiple
sessions in areas where GNSS is not reliable which is a
fundamental problem of crowd-map based approaches for
automated driving.
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